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ABSTRACT
Conspiracy theories are increasingly a subject of research interest
as society grapples with their rapid growth in areas such as politics
or public health. Previous work has established YouTube as one of
the most popular sites for people to host and discuss different theo-
ries. In this paper, we present an analysis of monetization methods
of conspiracy theorist YouTube creators and the types of advertisers
potentially targeting this content. We collect 184,218 ad impres-
sions from 6,347 unique advertisers found on conspiracy-focused
channels and mainstream YouTube content. We classify the ads
into business categories and compare their prevalence between con-
spiracy and mainstream content. We also identify common offsite
monetization methods. In comparison with mainstream content,
conspiracy videos had similar levels of ads fromwell-known brands,
but an almost eleven times higher prevalence of likely predatory
or deceptive ads. Additionally, we found that conspiracy channels
were more than twice as likely as mainstream channels to use offsite
monetization methods, and 53% of the demonetized channels we
observed were linking to third-party sites for alternative monetiza-
tion opportunities. Our results indicate that conspiracy theorists on
YouTube had many potential avenues to generate revenue, and that
predatory ads were more frequently served for conspiracy videos.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Human and societal aspects of se-
curity and privacy; • Information systems → Online adver-
tising.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As political and anti-vaccination conspiracy theories proliferate
across the web, conspiracy theories have increasingly been a sub-
ject of academic and journalistic research. Perhaps the most well
known, Flat Earth, has gathered a global following across vari-
ous social media platforms by blending elements of science denial,
religious fundamentalism, and antisemitism into a powerful vehi-
cle for the spread of misinformation. Participants in a Texas Tech
University survey of individuals at a Flat Earth convention near
unanimously pointed to YouTube as their entry into the commu-
nity [49]. The vast majority also reported being introduced to more
conspiracies through YouTube after finding the Flat Earth commu-
nity [49]. Outside of Flat Earth Theory, the prevalence of COVID-19
anti-vaccination conspiracies, and the role QAnon played in the US
Capitol Riot on January 6th, 2021 [25, 35] have demonstrated the
real danger that these theories can pose to individuals and society.

Alongside the societal impacts of theories like QAnon, view-
ers of conspiracy theories could become the target of predatory
advertising practices. While the exact traits that contribute to an
individual believing in conspiracy ideology remain unclear [21],
studies have established a link between belief in conspiracy theories
and gullibility or lack of critical thinking [42, 65]. Just as online
scammers might use poorly constructed emails to identify gullible
victims and avoid “false positives” [34, 44], the targeting of viewers
of conspiracy theories might allow predatory advertisers to increase
the success of their campaigns, intentional or not.

In this paper, we investigate how ads shown on conspiracy con-
tent on YouTube differ from ads on mainstream YouTube videos,
and whether they advertise a higher rate of dubious products or ser-
vices. As a second research question, we investigate how creators
of conspiracy content monetize their videos, e.g., through YouTube
ads and offsite mechanisms such as donation links. Understanding
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the available monetization strategies for publishers of conspiracy
theories is key to addressing the infrastructure and incentives that
allow and even encourage their spread across the internet.

Prior research has identified online advertising as a lucrative
source of revenue for fake news publishers [2, 11, 23, 26], but did
not specifically analyze conspiracy theories or YouTube. To the best
of our knowledge, our study is the first attempt to understand the
monetization strategies of conspiracy theorists on YouTube and the
advertisers that profit from and indirectly finance them.

To answer our two research questions, we regularly visited a
set of conspiracy videos and compared the frequency and types
of ads with a control set of mainstream videos over a period of
4.5 months. Our results indicate that the rate of ads on conspiracy
videos was 16% of that on mainstream videos. In part, this seems
to be due to videos being “demonetized” when their content is not
considered advertiser-friendly. Conversely, conspiracy videos were
2.3 times more likely to use at least one offsite monetization method
such as donation links, and 5.2 times more likely to use multiple.
When an ad was shown, it was 10.7 times as likely as control to
be predatory. Overall, we identify an ecosystem that gives content
creators opportunities to monetize conspiracy videos on and off
YouTube, and assists predatory advertisers to target their viewers.

Our work makes the following contributions:

• We are the first to study the monetization strategies of con-
spiracy theorists on YouTube.

• We show that conspiracy videos have fewer, lower-quality,
and more predatory ads than mainstream videos on YouTube.

• We find that conspiracy channels are much more likely to
use offsite monetization strategies than mainstream creators.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATEDWORK
Specifically defining what is and is not a conspiracy theory can
be difficult. Oxford Dictionary defines it as “a belief that some
covert but influential organization is responsible for a circumstance
or event.” However, individual theories can vary in intensity and
specificity—such as a belief in the existence of an indistinct global
elite versus the belief in a council of ten people who control the
entire world—and often incorporate events or theories from many
sources, including politics, pop culture, and religion.

Conspiracies on YouTube are dynamic and greatly varied, adapt
quickly to current events, and include topics such as the QAnon con-
spiracy, New World Order, Galactic Federation, vaccine skepticism,
COVID denial, Jeffrey Epstein’s suicide, biblical predictions, higher
consciousness, aliens, UFOs, and the deep state. Topic-modelling on
conspiracy videos found alternative science and history, prophecies
and cults, and political conspiracies as the most common topics [24].

In practice, these conspiracies develop, fracture, and merge with
other theories, becoming loose headings for the grouping of various
misinformation. As an example, Garry et al. traced the origins
QAnon to the pizzagate conspiracy—or the belief that democrats
were running a child sex-trafficking ring out of a pizza parlor [28].
Pizzagate began in response to the release of Clinton’s emails in
2016, and was definitively debunked when one of its adherents
arrived at the restaurant with guns, demanded access, and found
no evidence of sex-trafficking. Rather than giving up the theory,
the more dedicated believers argued that something much more

sinister was happening in the U.S. government. This suspicion led
to the creation of increasingly outlandish conspiracies, such as the
belief that politicians and celebrities were drinking the blood of
tortured children to gain immortality. QAnon adopted a number
of these theories, ultimately priming a ready group of believers for
“The Big Lie” and anti-vaccination COVID misinformation[9], and
significantly contributing to the storming of the U.S. capitol building
on January 6th, 2021 [25, 35, 58]. While the growth of QAnon
was not limited to YouTube, the site is one of the most popular
mainstream digital spaces for conspiracy viewers to congregate,
discuss, and find new theories[49], making it well-suited to creators
looking to monetize their content. Understanding the financial
ecosystem around these conspiracy videos contributes to better
understanding the monetization of misinformation as a whole.

2.1 Advertising on YouTube
We identified three distinct types of advertising on YouTube. Most
noticeable are the video advertisements served before or during
a video. Along with these advertisements, YouTube places image
advertisements on the video sidebar. The sidebar advertisements
we observed were almost always from the same source as the video
advertisement. YouTube also runs simpler text and image “banner”
ads in the middle of videos that do not interrupt viewing.

2.1.1 YouTube’s Ad Delivery System. Advertising on YouTube is
managed through Google’s digital ads platform. As part of their ad
campaigns, advertisers can upload a combination of text, images,
and video. They can specify on which sites or apps the advertise-
ment can be seen and how the ad should be targeted. Advertisers
also specify the amount of money they are willing to spend per in-
teraction with an ad, referred to as a bid. Through a combination of
content restriction, bidding, and personalization, Google ultimately
determines where and when these ads will be served.

Google allows advertisers to target ads based on audience charac-
teristics (e.g., personal demographics or interests of the viewer) and
ad context (i.e., where the ad is shown). Because of the variety of
targeting methods based on audience characteristics, and the diffi-
culty of emulating realistic profiles of users interested in conspiracy
videos, we focus our study on context-based targeting. In that cate-
gory, Google allows targeting based on specific video, channel, or
website placements, topic and keywords associated with content,
or specific devices (e.g. only show on iPhones). Additionally, ad
delivery systems typically “optimize” further within the targeting
criteria specified in a campaign by selecting users or advertising
opportunities that the platform considers most likely to result in an
interaction with the ad. By monitoring a specific subset of content
with ad personalization disabled, we can observe the combined
effect of content-based targeting and (non-personalized) delivery
optimization, but unfortunately cannot distinguish between them.

2.1.2 (De)Monetization and the Partner Program. Several factors
determine if YouTube videos can be monetized with ads delivered
by the platform. The “YouTube Partner Program” allows creators to
derive revenue from ads shown on their content when their channel
follows all community guidelines, has over 1000 subscribers, and has
been viewed for over 4000 hours in the past 12 months [31]. Alterna-
tively, creators can monetize their videos using AdSense, Google’s
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ad delivery system for the broader internet [48]. Even when a cre-
ator does not participate in any of these programs, YouTube may
choose to run ads on the video, retaining all of the revenue [32].

Videos that violate YouTube’s policies or contain content that
is not “advertiser friendly” (e.g., nudity, violence, hateful content,
or sensitive events [29, 30]) can be flagged for review and “demon-
etized,” preventing ads from being served to that video. YouTube
conducts regular automatic and manual reviews of monetized chan-
nels [30]. Creators may also preemptively demonetize their videos.

2.2 Off-Platform Monetization Opportunities
YouTube creators often leverage additional off-platform methods to
improve revenue generation from their content. Websites such as
Patreon allow users to support creators directly. Other websites like
GoFundMe and PayPal allow creators to accept direct donations,
either for a specific cause or their channel as a whole. Creators may
also enter into sponsorship agreements with certain companies
where they actively promote a product in their videos in return
for monetary support. Additionally, YouTube allows creators to
advertise merchandise below their videos and link to outside stores.
Thesemonetization opportunities allow creators to generate income
from their content even after being disallowed from running ads.

2.3 Related Work
Related to our work are studies of conspiracy and misinformation
on social media, and measurements of online advertising.
Online Misinformation and Conspiracies. A lot of work has
gone into understanding the spread of online extremism and misin-
formation across social networks, mainly on large text-based net-
works such as Twitter and Facebook [6, 20, 41]. Researchers [7, 10]
and investigators [47] have also studied foreign influence and gov-
ernmental social media campaigns. However, YouTube is beginning
to receive more attention, with several recent studies examining
misinformation and hate speech shared on the site [36, 37, 51, 64].

Especially after the start of the COVID-19 pandemic and the
U.S. Capitol Riots of January 6th, 2021, science denial, conspiracy
theories, and their crossover with alternative political ideologies
have also become the subject of much misinformation research.
One early example is the Flat Earth Theory, which blends elements
of science denial, religious fundamentalism, antisemitism, and con-
spiracy theory into a popular YouTube community [50]. In a study
of a Flat Earth convention, nearly all respondents reported that
they discovered and were convinced by the theory from YouTube
videos, with many pointing to the website as their entry into other
online conspiracies as well [49]. Other work has examined the
spread of QAnon content across social media platforms (including
YouTube) [5, 18, 52]. One paper specifically focused on automati-
cally classifying conspiracy videos on YouTube [24]. A 2014 study
found that exposure to conspiracy content reduced an individual’s
willingness to receive vaccinations [12, 38, 40, 57]. Other research
additionally supports the overlap of conspiracy and political com-
munities such as the alt-right and radical left [43, 54].
Online Advertising. Prior work on online advertising systems
includes general measurements [8], or work on discrimination [3,
16, 17] and transparency [22]. On YouTube, researchers have stud-
ied the reach and effectiveness of political advertising [55, 67], the

effects of ads on children [61, 66], and from a business perspective,
the effectiveness of YouTube advertising in attracting new cus-
tomers [19, 56]. Other work has also explored influencer marketing
and sponsorship [53], and disclosure of affiliate marketing [45, 60].

Research has also identified potential misuses of online adver-
tising. Sood laid out strategies used in “malvertising,” or the use
of online ads to spread malware [59], a concept further explored
by later research [68]. Other studies have identified possible injec-
tion attacks through browser advertising [62], and advertisements
for software that comes packaged with additional unwanted soft-
ware (potentially unwanted programs, PUP) distributed through
pay-per-install (PPI) advertising [39, 63]. While our study did not
identify any advertisements actively distributing malware, we did
observe advertisements for PUP and ads from domains that had
been flagged for serving malware in the past. A 2021 study from
Zeng et al. outlined types of ads that users considered ‘bad’ [69], a
significant number of which we encountered in our study.
Monetization of Mis- and Disinformation. Recent work has
begun to examine the network of funding around “fake news” on
social media platforms. With the exception of one academic study
on the advertising ecosystem around misinformation that outlined
a “lucrative incentive structure” for fake news publishers [11], so
far this line of work has been mostly journalistic, and shown that
advertising remains a significant source of income for publishers of
fake news [2, 23, 26]. To the best of our knowledge, there has been
no peer-reviewed work so far on the types of advertisers shown
in the context of conspiracy theory videos, or the monetization of
conspiracy theories or misinformation on YouTube specifically.

3 METHODOLOGY
We sought to understand the methods conspiracy channels use to
monetize both on and off of YouTube, and the type of advertise-
ments being targeted at this content. We began by crawling a set
of conspiracy videos and a control group of mainstream content,
collecting various metadata on each video and channel as well as
any advertising information. After collecting advertising data over
several months from multiple locations, the most commonly oc-
curring advertisements were classified into different categories of
business and product offerings. Finally, we compared the preva-
lence and types of advertising seen as well as other monetization
opportunities leveraged by the creators.

3.1 Data Collection
In order to understand what advertisements are being dispropor-
tionately targeted at conspiracy content, we needed information
from both conspiracy content and more mainstream content. Using
classifications from prior studies, we compiled a list of conspirato-
rial videos from a smaller group of channels we could confidently
say were conspiracy focused, and a larger group of automatically
identified channels with a shared audience interested in conspir-
acy theories. We regularly visited these videos alongside popular
YouTube videos with a headless browser.

To make sure the ads we saw were selectively targeted towards
conspiratorial content and not the result of site-wide campaigns,
we needed a group of generic ads to compare against. To gather
these ads, we collected data from a control set of videos pulled from
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recommended YouTube content. The two data sets and channel
sources are discussed in detail in Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3.

3.1.1 Crawler Process. Both of these sets were scraped on virtual
machines (VMs) in Iowa and Oregon. Nearly all of the conspiracy
channels were in English, thus we did not attempt to collect data
outside the U.S. The VMs ran Windows Server 2019 and crawling
was done with Selenium and Google Chrome. We wanted to mini-
mize any data contamination from tracking that may be performed
by Google for the purpose of serving ads, so each data set had an
associated VM and YouTube account for collecting advertisements.
Crawling was carried out from June 1st to October 13th, 2021.

YouTube normally personalizes the ads that users see. It is un-
clear how exactly YouTube does personalization, but it likely relies
on some collection of user activity from across the web. Accurately
replicating the activity of a real human would be extremely difficult
without knowledge of how exactly YouTube serves advertisements.
Since we were interested in finding the ads displayed on a particular
type of content rather than a subgroup of individuals, we turned
off ad personalization for the YouTube accounts used in scraping.
According to the targeting criteria information YouTube provides,
we were served ads only based on the video we watched, our ap-
proximate location, and the time of day. Since location and time of
day were still being used for targeting, we collected ads throughout
the day and from two different locations, namely Iowa and Oregon.

For each video, we collected associated metadata, the video name
and ID, the upload date, the video description and any URLs listed,
any content warnings, and removal information if the video was
taken down. If a pre-roll advertisement was seen, the crawler gath-
ered any advertising information and moved on to the next video in
the list. If no pre-roll advertisement was seen, the crawler skipped
to later in the video and waited a short interval for a banner ad to ap-
pear. If no banner ad was found, the crawler continued through the
video list. Any sidebar image advertisements were ignored, as they
were almost always from the same source as the video advertise-
ment that appeared. This means any visit to a video only collected
information for a single advertisement, even though sometimes
multiple preroll ads are shown in succession. For advertisements,
we collected the destination URL of the ad, its type (video or banner),
and the targeting information provided by YouTube.

Due to the dynamic nature of the website and some built-in
crawler protection, the crawler frequently crashed before complet-
ing a given list of videos. As such, the crawler was set to relaunch
with a new set of 250 videos each hour. By restarting random data
collection throughout the day, we were able to collect data from
different time periods and without a specific ordering of the videos.
On average, each run we visited 190 videos in the conspiracy set
and 135 in the control set, with the difference due to increased in-
teraction with the site in the control set often breaking the crawler.

It is important to note that our crawling was not exhaustive. The
advertisements we saw do not represent the totality of ads served
on YouTube or any specific video. The presence and number of ads
on any given video is determined stochastically, but by randomiz-
ing video visits, we were able to gain a general view of the types
of advertisements running on videos we tracked. We limited the
majority of our analysis only to ads that we saw 10 or more times to

Dataset Channels Videos Ad Impressions

Conspiracy 818 93,449 43,379
Control 11,912 47,847 140,839

Table 1: Overview of the two data sets.

protect against any noise introduced by the stochastic ad delivery.
The implications of this are explored further in Section 5.2.

3.1.2 Control Set. To understand what ads are targeted towards
conspiratorial content, we must first establish a control set of ads
seen on “mainstream” YouTube content. We chose to use YouTube’s
own recommendation engine to establish what Google views as
mainstream content rather than rely on outside analysis. The scraper
picked a random video from the homepage of YouTube and then
took random walks down the recommendation engine. After visit-
ing anywhere from ten to fifty recommended videos, the crawler
returned to the homepage, picked a random video, and proceeded
through the recommendations again. Each run of the crawler gener-
ated a different set of control videos, and we did not review exactly
what content was visited. Table 1 summarizes the data set.

Because we turned off video personalization and relied on home-
page videos, the crawler saw content that YouTube recommends to
new users and thinks a majority of people will want to see. Each
walk down the recommendation engine would imply a grouping of
similar content, but by frequently restarting the recommendation
walks, the crawler was never pigeonholed into one type of content.
This results in a broad range of mainstream video and ad content.
This selection of a control set does not provide a comprehensive
view of YouTube’s advertising, but it does give us a set of ads that
a very large portion of YouTube users would view.

3.1.3 Conspiracy Data Sets. Data collection for the conspiracy set
was carried out on two different sources of conspiracy videos. For
the first, we sought a group of videos focused on conspiratorial
or pseudoscientific content. We extracted them from Ledwich and
Zaitsev [43], who manually labeled many YouTube channels. The
paper focused on political channels, but discovered enough con-
spiratorial YouTube creators to give them a specific category. From
these 116 channels, we gathered a list of 22,337 videos, stretching
back to videos uploaded in 2007. Using data from RadiTube [70],
we found that 40% of videos had been removed; we excluded them
from analysis because they do not trigger any ads.

For the second source, we cast a much broader net to encompass
the wide range of different conspiracy channels. These came from
Clark and Zaitsev [13], who classified channels based on shared sub-
scribers. While this method does not explicitly classify the content
itself, it does establish a community of viewers and creators that
are interested in similar content, and reports a model agreement
score within 1% of labeler agreement. To generate the list of videos,
we selected all channels labelled as “conspiracy” or “qanon” content
and pulled all videos uploaded from January 2020 until May 2021.
This method gave us a larger set of 72,343 recent videos from 741
channels, including 38 from the smaller list of videos.

For conspiracy data collection, the total list of videos observed
by the crawler remained static after initial collection, and does not
include any new videos uploaded after May 28th, 2021. Each run of
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the crawler randomly selected and ordered a subset of this fixed
video list for collection, ensuring we visited individual videos many
times and in different orders. To consistently visit all channels in
the dataset we first selected a random channel and then a video
from that channel until 250 videos had been chosen.

After collection, we observed that the ads seen from both sources
of conspiracy videos and at both geographical crawler locations
were very similar. As such, for analysis we combined all conspiracy
data from both locations into a single set of conspiracy videos,
and compared this to a similarly combined control data set. By
combining locations and analysing the most frequently occurring
ads, we can minimize the impact of any location-based targeting.

3.2 Labeling
We classified the most frequently seen advertisements according
to two categorizations. For the first category, Business Type, we
split the ads into different types of businesses such as traditional
merchants or self-improvement ads. For the second, Content Type,
we split the ads into different content areas, such as food and drink
or gaming. Advertisements were labeled based on the page they
linked to, not the actual ad shown on YouTube.

To select the advertisements for labeling, we split them into three
subsets: those found only in the control set, only in the conspiracy
set, and ads found in both sets. Examining these subsets separately
is key to understanding what ads are shown specifically on conspir-
acy content and not simply site-wide. The top 300 most frequently
encountered ads from each of these subsets were selected, as well
as 200 ads randomly sampled from those we encountered only 3-5
times. Labeling of advertisement types was carried out iteratively.
We performed two rounds of labeling and consolidation of content
categories to find distinct and understandable categories. An ex-
planation of the categories chosen can be found in Table 3 in the
appendix. Ultimately, five labelers were used for our final round
of annotation. A smaller number of ads (60) was labeled by all five
people, with strong agreement—Fleiss kappa 0.9 for business type
and 0.79 for content type. The rest of the labels were divided up
randomly and labeled individually. While labeling, the labelers were
not informed whether an ad was shown on a conspiracy video so
that this knowledge could not affect their chosen label.

4 ANALYSIS
Overall, we observed 184,218 ad impressions from 6,347 unique
advertisers across all data sets. Advertisers were grouped by the
domain of the URL linked to in the ad. Conspiracy videos (from
both geographical locations) saw ads from 3,475 of these advertis-
ers, control from 4,277. The large majority of advertisements we
only encountered a few times; 41% of advertisers we only observed
once, and 68% less than 5 times (shown in Figures 2 and 3 in the ap-
pendix). To ensure statistical significance, we limit any categorical
analysis to the 300 ads most frequently seen only in control, only
in conspiracy, and in both data sets, as well as a random sample of
200 other ads. While this subset of 1,100 ads only accounts for 17%
of the observed advertisers, it includes 88% of all impressions.

Ads differed much more between the control and conspiracy sets
than between geographical locations of the crawler. We measured
the degree of overlap in the ads using a [0,1]-cosine similarity score

on the vector of unique advertisers weighted by observation fre-
quency. On average, content from the same data set (i.e., conspiracy
or control) but different locations had a similarity score above 0.594,
while content from different data sets but the same location had an
average similarity score below 0.276. In other words, the advertise-
ments seen on the conspiracy data sets from the two locations were
roughly twice as similar to each other than to the advertisements
seen on the control videos. The greater dissimilarity in ads between
control and conspiracy implies that while location targeting did
occur, YouTube’s ad serving system did result in selective delivery
of advertisements to conspiracy videos.

4.1 Demonetization
In general, advertising was much more common on control videos,
appearing in roughly 50% of visits to any given video. For conspir-
acy videos where we did see ads, it took an average of 4 visits before
the first ad impression. 95% of videos saw an impression after 10 or
fewer visits. Despite an average of 11 visits per conspiracy video, we
did not observe any ads on 82% of conspiracy videos. These videos
might have been demonetized, that is, excluded from advertising
because their content is not deemed advertiser friendly. In compar-
ison, only 29% of control videos that we visited more than 10 times
did not show advertisements. Due to the random delivery of ads and
lack of transparency on YouTube’s content moderation, precisely
measuring demonetization through scraping is difficult. We cannot
definitively say a video or channel is demonetized, only that we
did not observe ads. However, after a certain number of visits to a
channel or video, it is highly probable the cause is demonetization.

Demonetization behavior we found is consistent with YouTube’s
stated policies. In the conspiracy data set, we observed 348 channels
that did not display ads and 467 that did, with 1,059 average visits
per channel. Of channels where we saw ads, 182 had videos that
did not display ads after thirty or more visits, and 111 after 50+
visits, making it highly probable that YouTube performs channel
and video-level demonetization. We also observed a higher rate of
video removal for likely demonetized channels, at 17% for mone-
tized channels and 32% for demonetized, suggesting creators who
repeatedly violate community guidelines and have their videos re-
moved are more likely to be prevented from running ads. Out of 37
channels that were fully terminated during our collection period,
10 were able to run ads before they were removed from the site.

The average number of views was also much higher for mone-
tized videos. In the conspiracy set, monetized videos had almost
four times as many views as demonetized videos on average (42,776
and 11,811). Part of this may be due to the YouTube Partner Pro-
gram, which allows channels with a certain amount of monthly
watch time to automatically monetize their videos. However, even
in the control set, where average views was in the millions—more
than enough to cross the Partner Program threshold—the trend
held true (6.2 vs. 2.9 million views). For control videos we visited
10 or more times, and thus can confidently say were or were not
monetized, the difference was even larger at 12.9 and 3.7 million
average views. Given the strong financial incentive to recommend
videos with ads, the relatively higher amount of views on mone-
tized content suggests YouTube may more often promote content
they can serve ads on.
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Figure 1: Percent of channels using offsite monetization
methods. All except Twitch were more prevalent in conspir-
acy channels. “YT merch” is YouTube’s official option for
hosting offsite merchandise. All others are keywords found
in video descriptions.

Demonetization aside, even among the conspiracy videos for
which we observed at least one ad, each visit had a roughly 20%
chance to see an ad, compared to almost 50% in the control set.
Banner advertisements caused most of the increased prevalence
of ads in control. On conspiracy videos with ads, we saw a preroll
advertisement roughly one in every four visits on average, and
a banner ad one in every 10. In comparison, control videos with
ads saw a preroll advertisement one in every ten, but a banner
advertisement more than every other visit. While the mechanism
behind this difference is unclear, the result is fewer advertisements
served on conspiracy channels, but a higher prevalence of predatory
advertisements like those discussed in Section 4.3.1.

4.2 Offsite Monetization Strategies
Even if they are demonetized, channels can still generate revenue
by selling merchandise, asking for direct monetary support, or
moving to alternative video hosting platforms. To understand the
surrounding ecosystem of monetization used by creators, we ana-
lyzed links and keywords in video descriptions and flagged officially
referenced merchandising pages. We identified the most popular
offsite platforms by extracting URLs from video descriptions. Some
URLs were shortened (e.g., with tinyurl), so we looked for the pres-
ence of specific keywords to identify references to offsite platforms.
The additional keywords, “donation” and “sponsor,” were used to
capture various other sites and calls to action linking to many dif-
ferent URLs, such as a channel’s website. We split our analysis into
monetized and likely demonetized conspiracy channels as well as
channels from the control set. Figure 1 shows the results.

As a whole, conspiracy videos were 2.3 times as likely as control
to use some form of offsite monetization (p < 0.001), and 5.2 times
as likely to use multiple methods (p < 0.001). Patreon and Ama-
zon were by far the most popular methods for monetization, with

roughly 35% of monetized conspiracy channels linking to them. Ex-
cluding Twitch, at 8% of control channels, all forms of monetization
were more common in the conspiracy set. Alternative video hosting
sites were also frequently linked to by conspiracy creators, with
at least 17% of conspiracy channels using Bitchute, and 11% using
Rumble. Notably, demonetized channels seemed to be disallowed
from officially displaying merchandise, but circumvented the ban
by linking to stores such as Teespring or Amazon. Demonetized
conspiracy channels were less likely to use all forms of offsite mon-
etization, except for the alternative hosting site Bitchute (22%). This
suggests that explicit demonetization on YouTube is not the main
reason for creators of conspiracy content to seek out alternative
revenue, or alternatively, that creators of content demonetized by
YouTube may find it difficult to monetize that content off-site, too.
Supporting the latter conclusion, alternative platforms such as Pa-
treon, PayPal, and Amazon banned QAnon conspiracy theorists
and merchandise [15, 33]. This could also explain why Bitchute
and Rumble were comparatively more popular among demone-
tized channels. Both sites allow creators to directly monetize their
content, and style themselves as “free-speech” platforms. Despite
PayPal’s removal of some QAnon accounts, it was the most popular
option for demonetized channels, with 26% mentioning the site.

Alternative social networks such as Parler, Telegram, and Gab
were more common in the conspiracy set. Discord was more com-
mon in control. However, since these social networks are not often
directly used for monetization, we excluded them from this analysis.
Facebook and Twitter were also more prevalent in the conspiracy
set, with Facebook nearly twice as common, but often links to these
sites were in reference to specific posts or topics rather than to
promote personal pages.

It is worth noting that our results are most likely a lower bound
on actual rates of offsite monetization. Many channels linked to
individual websites that may contain products or donation links
and would not be reflected in our results, and we did not analyze
the actual video for offsite references either.

4.3 Types of Advertisements
A large majority of ad impressions were due to ads observed in
both the conspiracy and the control data set. The corresponding
1,405 unique advertisers (22%) accounted for 90% of control set
impressions and 77% of conspiracy, or a combined total of 160,084
ad impressions (87%). The two most frequent advertisers, totalad-
block and Amazon’s pharmacy, were each seen more than 20,000
times between both data sets. They presumably carry out minimal
targeting and advertise all over YouTube, which makes these large
advertisers less relevant for our study, except to note that their ads
also appeared on conspiracy videos. The smaller rates of blanket
advertising in the conspiracy set indicate more selective ad delivery.

Despite the prevalence of common advertisers in both data sets,
we found a significant difference in certain Business Types between
the ads seen on conspiracy and control videos (χ2 = 13719.70,
p < 0.001, d f = 4). As seen in Table 2, self-improvement ads were
much more likely to be shown on conspiracy videos. Many of these
ads were from various webinars, books, or courses promising an
easy route to financial independence; essentially digital advertising
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Business Type Conspiracy Control Residual ▽

Self Improvement 20.6 % 2.09% 104
Special Interest Groups 2.03% 1.78% 2.62
Information Media 0.60% 0.47% 2.58
Merchant 75.7 % 84.0 % -30.6
Aggregator Sites 1.04% 11.7 % -53.3

Content Type

Business 11.6 % 1.72% 69.3
Alternative Health 7.34% 0.69% 61.4
Lifestyle 5.49% 0.78% 47.5
Electronics 5.82% 1.69% 35.7
Education 4.44% 1.58% 26.9
Food and Drink 6.37% 3.23% 22.6
Entertainment 6.06% 3.38% 19.2
Gold and Precious Metals 0.54% 0.14% 11.4
Insurance 1.30% 0.85% 6.54
Beauty 2.76% 2.18% 5.51
Financial 5.84% 5.12% 4.54
Games 12.7 % 11.9 % 3.60
Industrial 1.20% 0.96% 3.43
Transportation 0.73% 0.93% -3.14
Government 0.06% 0.21% -5.24
Political 0.46% 0.84% -6.33
Home Goods 2.40% 4.67% -16.3
Fashion 3.32% 6.66% -20.3
Major Retailer 3.73% 8.94% -27.9
Medical 7.54% 16.2 % -35.5
Software 10.3 % 27.3 % -57.5

Table 2: Frequencies of advertising across business and con-
tent type. Columns Conspiracy and Control show each data
set’s percent of ad impressions from a particular category.
Residual shows the standard residual between the data sets.
Positive valuesmean a categorywasmore present in the con-
spiracy set. Any value larger than 3 is significant.

get-rich-quick schemes. These ads’ presence is reflected in the
greatly increased frequency of the Business content type.

Differences in the distribution of ads across Content Types were
also significant (χ2 = 17783.51, p < 0.001, d f = 22). Notably,
lifestyle and alternative health ads were much more common in the
conspiracy data set than in the control data set. Insurance ads were
also more common in the conspiracy set. This disparity was largely
driven by two advertisers unique to the conspiracy set trying to
generate leads for other insurance scammers and eventually sell
subpar or entirely fake coverage. This type of predatory advertise-
ment was outlined by a ProPublica report, warned about by the
AARP, and the subject of at least one FTC lawsuit [1, 46].

The prevalence of the Beauty, Electronics, and Entertainment
content types in the conspiracy set was influenced by the presence
of numerous deceptive affiliate marketing sites advertising assorted
low-quality gadgets and beauty products. Specific combinations of
business and content type also appeared in greatly different frequen-
cies. The subset of ads categorized as both self-improvement and
business and finance was greatly overrepresented in the conspiracy
set, with 9% of all impressions in comparison to 0.2% of impressions
in control. Many of these ads made unreasonable promises of finan-
cial success. In conclusion, viewers of conspiracy videos appeared
to be exposed to potentially predatory or deceptive ads at a much
higher rate than viewers of mainstream content. We explore these
types of ads in more detail in the next paragraphs.

4.3.1 Predatory and Deceptive Marketing. During the labeling pro-
cess, we encountered various predatory and deceptive marketing
practices. To estimate the prevalence of these practices in the full
data sets, we identified common patterns in the URLs and web pages
of predatory ads, such as affiliate IDs or tracking parameters used
by specific companies. After parsing all URLs in the data sets to
find all such ads, we spot-checked the results to verify correctness.
We erred on the side of caution to minimize false positives.

Broadly defined, predatory advertisers take advantage of con-
sumer vulnerabilities to manipulate them into unfavorable market
transactions. The specific characteristics that make a consumer “vul-
nerable” range from demographic classifications to informational
asymmetries [27]. In the context of conspiracy theories, advertisers
might be able to exploit an audience that is already more gullible,
anxious about perceived threats from covert organizations, and
mistrusting of government and regulatory bodies.

While we encountered deceptive styles of advertising in both
data sets, they were disproportionately represented in the conspir-
acy set. Ads that we identified as deceptive or predatory accounted
for 15% of all impressions in the conspiracy set, but only 1.4% of con-
trol impressions. Ad content ranged from get-rich-quick schemes,
to promises of immortality through essential oils, to 5G-proof un-
derwear. Admittedly, the content of many of these ads aligns with
the content of the videos. Common themes of science denial and
distrust of authority would naturally attract viewers supportive
of natural medicine and tools to evade perceived governmental
control. However, the selective ad delivery we observed allows
advertisers of suspect products—such as the book that promises
immortality seen on biblical-secret[.com]—to reach audiences that
might be susceptible to these scams while evading mainstream
attention that un-targeted advertising could bring.
Financial Ads. One of the more obviously predatory forms of
advertising in the conspiracy set was the self-help business and fi-
nance ads. The most common were webinars delivered by someone
claiming to have achieved a high passive income through digital
business, often explaining different affiliate marketing strategies,
and similar to the ads in a recent FTC lawsuit [14]. These “busi-
ness” courses accounted for 11% of conspiracy, and less than 0.5%
of control ad impressions in the full data sets. While get-rich-quick
scams are nothing new, their presence alongside dubious insurance
ads and investment tips promising unreasonable returns indicates
a pattern of predatory financial advertising on conspiracy videos.
Given that automated ad targeting systems are designed to maxi-
mize clicks and successful sales, YouTube’s advertising platform is
potentially assisting financial scammers to find victims.
Dark Patterns and Deceptive Advertising Pages Another com-
mon type of deceptive advertising used intermediary websites to
promote many different low-quality products. These ads were al-
most non-existent in the control set, accounting for less than 0.1%
of ad impressions, compared to more than 3% of conspiracy ad im-
pressions. Advertisers hosted a site similar to that of the advertised
product, but often with more elements of “clickbait” advertising,
such as sensational claims and exciting images. The products ad-
vertised ranged from relatively harmless—such as an expensive
ear cleaning device from buy-tvidler[.com]—to actively dangerous,
such as untested supplements claiming to cure Type-2 diabetes:
buybloodsugarformula[.com].
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This style of deceptive advertising was supported extensively
through affiliate marketing. Almost 95% of the deceptive pages we
found used some form of affiliate marketing, identified by affiliate
IDs in the advertising URL or on the ad’s web page. Our estimate of
deceptive affiliate activity is a lower bound; the sites are designed
to deceive consumers and we erred on the side of caution for classi-
fication. In actuality, not all affiliate marketing is deceptive. Many
Amazon ads in our data sets were affiliates advertising individual
products. However, the vastly different proportions of deceptive
marketing we encountered (more than 50 times more frequent in
conspiracy) suggest an ad targeting system that enables selective
delivery of low quality products (sometimes dangerously so) to
specific audiences—in this case viewers of conspiracy theories.

5 DISCUSSION
The significant difference in observed advertisements between con-
trol and conspiracy videos suggests that Google’s ad delivery system
enables, directly or indirectly, the targeting of conspiracy theory
content. Unfortunately, this resulted in a tenfold higher rate of
deceptive and predatory advertising practices in our conspiracy set.
Apart from these advertisements, creators used third-party chan-
nels in an attempt to generate revenue from their content, even
when demonetized by YouTube. All in all, our observations outline
a robust network of monetization around conspiracy theories on
YouTube, much of it at the expense of the audience.

5.1 Recommendations
Our research finds evidence for the success and necessity of cross-
platform moderation efforts. While deplatforming content does
reduce some of its reach [4], demonetization alone does not pre-
vent creators from using their audience on YouTube to leverage
third-party monetization methods. We do find some evidence that
creators who were demonetized on YouTube may have also been
removed from other platforms, effectively reducing their chances at
revenue generation. A more comprehensive understanding of the
funding ecosystems for publishers of conspiracies and more general
misinformation is necessary to address any financial incentives that
encourage the proliferation of this content across the web.

We also recommend that Google provide more transparent in-
formation about the ads it runs and how they are targeted, as well
as content moderation outcomes such as demonetization. Without
further transparency into ads, we cannot tell whether the signifi-
cant difference in advertising observed between mainstream and
conspiracy YouTube videos is because of specific targeting per-
formed by advertisers, or a more fundamental effect of YouTube’s
ad delivery optimization algorithm. A wholistic understanding of
online advertisers and the targeting systems they use would also
enable greater consumer protections against the various scams
enabled by digital advertising. Without deeper visibility into the
demonetization of individual videos or entire channels, we cannot
distinguish with certainty whether an absence of advertising on a
video is a choice of the video’s creator, due to a lack of bids from
advertisers, or because of a ban on advertising imposed by YouTube.
Understanding the level of monetization is also important for other
types of problematic content that we did not explore in this paper,
such as hateful and extremist content.

5.2 Limitations and Future Work
The opacity and complexity of Google’s ad targeting system renders
any definitive conclusions difficult to make. Ads are served based
on a combination of targeting information—behavioral or content-
based—and decisions on delivery—optimizing for clicks or sales—
within given campaign parameters. Restricting ad personalization
allows us to make conclusions about content-based targeting, but
may prevent us from seeing ads only served through behavioral
targeting. Furthermore, outside of any targeting by the advertiser,
the delivery system of Google adsmay influence or wholly cause the
difference we see between the conspiracy and control set; ads with
lower bids (cost per click), for example, could be shown more often
to less “valuable” traffic. Lastly, we do not know whether the lower
advertisement rate of conspiracy videos is voluntary or involuntary,
i.e., whether content creators are actually seeking to make a profit.
Some of the differences we observed may also be due to our choice
of control set with different types, age and popularity of videos, and
different audience demographics compared to conspiracy videos,
e.g. less popular videos could be more likely to contain scam ads,
regardless of being conspiratorial. When investigating off-platform
monetization strategies of conspiracy content, we did not attempt
to infer the intent behind linking to PayPal or Patreon (i.e., whether
creators are seeking donations for themselves or for a third party), or
when linking to another social media site (i.e., whether promoting
their own content on a different platform, or referring to a third-
party post). It is clear someone is profiting from these channels,
but more research is necessary to understand the full network of
off-site monetization strategies, and the degree to which channels
can generate revenue from them.

6 CONCLUSION
Our study has characterized the methods and types of monetization
on conspiracy theory YouTube videos.We find a significantly higher
prevalence of predatory advertisements on conspiracy videos, as
well as many third-party alternative revenue generation oppor-
tunities. Assuming that Google’s ad delivery system successfully
optimizes for clicks and successful sales, the difference in advertis-
ing quality suggests that YouTube’s advertising platform may be
assisting predatory advertisers to identify potential victims. While
our study is a significant first exploration of the monetization of
conspiracy theories, more research is necessary to fully character-
ize and understand the broader financial ecosystem for publishers
of false information and the advertisers that profit off of them. In-
creased transparency around advertising and moderation practices
from major platforms such as Google would go a long way towards
improving research and knowledge in this area.
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A APPENDIX
A full list of videos and channels we crawled, along with demon-
etization status during our period of observation can be found at:
https://github.com/Camq543/YoutubeAds
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Figure 2: Histogram of the number of impressions for
unique advertisers. More than 40% of advertisers were only
seen once, while two were seen more than 20,000 times. X-
axis uses log base 10.
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Figure 3: CDF of the number of impressions for unique ad-
vertisers observed. X-axis uses log base 10.
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Category Category Explanation Example
Business Type

Aggregator Sites Link aggregators, review sites, and other aggregated informa-
tion advertising for products not owned by them

poki[.com]

Information Media News and review websites not advertising specific products wired[.com]

Merchant Products or services that do not fall under self improvement products.4patriots[.com]

Self Improvement Education and self-help; they are selling a better life theshiftnetwork[.com]

Special Interest Groups Charities, Governmental or Political organizations, non-profits www.boldpac[.com]

Content Type

Alternative Health Claims to address a specific health problem or problems and is
not widely accepted by in western medicine. Natural supple-
ments, crystal/energy healing, essential oils, etc.

www.bookofremedies[.org]

Beauty Cosmetics, grooming, etc. www.manscaped[.com]

Business Advertised to help with business or marketing, and/or improve
one’s success as a business person

growthcave[.com]

Education Formalized educational program in any area bardacademy.simons-rock[.edu]

Electronics Having to do with physical electronics futureelectronics[.com]

Entertainment Music, movies, toys, etc. Does not include games www.thesuicidesquad[.com]

Fashion Clothes, jewelry, accessories, etc. www.prada[.com]

Financial Having to do with personal investment and financial health www.interactivebrokers[.com]

Food and Drink Edible goods and food delivery. Does not include products mar-
keted as health products.

www.smuckers[.com]

Games Games and gaming related content. hero-wars[.com]

Gold and Precious Metals Having to do with precious metals collecting or investing www.moneymetals[.com]

Government Official government sources www.marines[.com]

Home Goods Furniture, cooking and cleaning supplies, hobbies, etc. www.dyson[.com]

Industrial Advertised for use in commercial industry, not hobbyist tools channellock[.com]

Insurance For or about insurance or insurance-like services www.statefarm[.com]

Lifestyle Claims to change lifestlye in ways unrelated to specific needs
or medical conditions. Fitness, dating, actualization, etc.

www.noom[.com]

Major Retailer Any large-scale retailer with many types of products walmart[.com]

Medical Marketed to address health problems or to be used in healthcare
and is widely accepted in western medicine. Prescription drugs,
FDA approved supplements, medical machines, etc.

honeybeepharmacy[.com]

Political Explicitly involving politics and not an official governmental
source. Campaigns, PACs, issue ads, advocacy groups, etc.

www.judicialwatch[.org]

Software Any product or service that is software or relies on it to work
and is not encompassed by another category. This includes
individual software as well as SaaS, IaaS, PaaS, etc.

argoskyc[.com]

Transportation Land, air, and sea transportation, vehicles, and accessories www.toyotires[.com]
Table 3: Detailed explanation of labeling categories, and examples found in the data.
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